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ABSTRACT

Iowaite, which weathers to pyroaurite and is similar to it in crystal data and powder-

line intensities, should be isostructural with it and be reformulated as [MgrFe(OH)ro]+
' ICI(HrO),-11-, *: 4, Z : 3 /5.

Kohls and Rodda (1967, to be referred to as KR) have recently de-
scribed the new mineral iowaite, aMg(OH)r.FeOCl.rHzO (cc<D. All the
data reported by them indicate a strong similarity (Table 1) between
iowaite and pyroaurite. The latter is one of two polymorphic modifica-
tions, described as pyroaurite I and pyroaurite II by Aminoff and Broom6
(1930). Frondel (1941), who established the presence of COa in the chem-
ical formula, called the hexagonal modification sjiigrenite, reserving the
term pyroaurite for the rhombohedral one. Allmann and Lohse (1966)

determined the crystal structure of sj<igrenite with structural formula

[Mg6Fer(OH)16]'?+' [COa(HrO)r] '- and, for pyroaurite, proposed a layer
sequence that was later confirmed by two structure determinations in-
dependent of each other (Ingram and Taylor, 1967; Allmann, 1968).

In view of the similarities in crystal data (Table 1) and in powder-line
intensities, further supported by the fact that iowaite alters to pyroau-
rite on weathering (KR), it would seem that the structures of these two

1 Work supported by NSF grant GA 1343 to The Johns Hopkins University.
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minerals should also be similar. This hypothesis requires rewriting the
formula of iowaite as [Mg+Fe(OH)ro]+.[Cl(HrO)-_r]- and taking Z:3/s
instead of Z:1 as assumed by KR. With r:4, D* becomes 2.02 Ior the
idealized formula and 2.04 for the actual formula (see below) derived
from the analysis published by KR. These values are in better agree-
ment with D^ than the D* ol 2.77 which was obtained for Z:l and.
r :0 (KR).  I t  is  possib le (KR) to decrease D* f rom 2.77 to 2. l I  by
assuming that all the water is adsorbed surface water with its own
volume. We suggest that D* can be increased from 2.04 to 2.06 by taking
into account the 4.61 wt. 7a of admixed serpentine, whose density is
2.65. Structural considerations do not demand that x be smaller than 4;
they only require that it be less than 5. For r:4.56 D* wil l be equal to
2 . t t .

Under the assumption that iowaite and pyroaurite are isostruclural, a
structure consisting of three brucite-like layers and three disordered
interlayers (Table 2) is proposed for iowaite.

In view of the fact, established by KR, that the interlayer water is
very mobile and can be removed (without the structure being destroyed)
by heating to 280oC, the disordered interlayers are inferred to be iiquid-
like in character. By this term we mean that the water molecules are
migrating within the interlayer and that the hydrogen bonds HzO . . .
HO between interlayer and main layer are not fixed but change with time
as in l iquid water. The water in iowaite thus cannot be considered
"adsorbed water". With the water molecules removed, the chlorine ions
prevent the crystal structure from collapsing. As in the related Mg-Al
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u The water molecules are probably shifted ranclomly out of 3(b) by about 0.5 A'

compound (Ross and Kodama, 1967), the c length can be expected to de-

crease with decreasing water content and to take up its original value

again after rehydration, so that the interlayer water may be called zeo-

lit ic. The free surface of the water-free interlayers, that is the area not

occupied. by chlorine, is calculated to be equal to about 350 m'z/g, as com-

pared with the measured value ol 12.7 m2/g obtained by the method of

nitrogen adsorption (KR). (Presumably nitrogen can fi l l  only the area

near the r im of  the in ter layers. )
The chlorine ions can likewise be removed, provided other anions are

introduced to maintain the balance of charge. This is what happens when

iowaite weathers to pyroaurite. Iowaite should be formulated, not as an

oxychloride, but as a hydroxychloride because free 02- ions are not likely

to coexist with HrO molecules. The formula will thus be written

[Mgo zzuFe(I I )  o .ozzFe(rr r )  o . ror(oH) r ]  o 'o t* '  Ic lo . ror(Hro)  o u]  o 'o ' -

witJn Z : 3, i.e. three metal atoms per cell'
The measured single-crystal intensities of pyroaurite, which should be

similar to those of iowaite, indicate that some of the lines in the powder

pattern (Table 3 of KR) should be reindexedl (Table 3).

One possible objection to the proposed iowaite structure is that the

'Ierlo 3. RnrxnnxrNc ol Powonn Lrxrs ol Iow.AJre
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, After Kohls and Rodda (1967).
b Interplanar distances calculated by Kohls (priv. commun., 1968).

I The caiculated d(00.3) is misprinted in KR (instead' of 0'083, reqd' 8,083).
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electron-diffraction pattern (Fig. 3 of KR) shows, besides strong /2ft0
reflections vrith h-k:3n, weaker ones with h-kl3n. This fact mav be
explained by postulating that the thin platy crystal used was onlv some
ten layers thick, each iowaite layer being 8.1 A thick. This number of
layers is far from infinity, which is assumed in the idealized diffraction
theory. The spots in reciprocal space wil l, therefore, be elongated along
c*;it also follows that reflections with t: +r wil l appear on the electron-
diffraction pattern.
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ON THE VALENCE OF IRON IN TRIPUHYITE: A MOSSBAUER STUDY

U. Gerror.l AND M. MAI.AMUo,2 Department of Electronics, the
Weizmann Instttute of Science, Rehoaoth, Israel.

Alstn,q.cr

Mrissbauer spectra show iron in tripuhyite is ferric, giving the formula FeSbOr.

In recent years, the use of Mrjssbauer spectroscopy has developed into
a remarkable tooL in many branches of physics, chemistry and biology.
One of the most important parameters studied is the so-cal led isomer
shift ,  also referred to as the "chemical shif t ' , .  The isomer shif t  is the
position (in energy) of the center of gravity of the spectrum. The relevant

I Present address: Dpartment of Physics, Carnegie-Mellon University, pittsburgh, pa.
15213. On leave from the Weizmann Institute of Science.

2 Present address: I.A E.C., Nuclear Research Center, Negev, p O.B. 9001, Beer Sheva,
Israel.




